Vascular injuries in compound fractures of the leg with initially adequate circulation.
We carried out a randomised, controlled trial in 157 patients who had isolated severe Gustilo type-IIIa and type-IIIb fractures of the metaphysis or diaphysis of the leg to determine the prevalence of vascular injuries and the role of vascular repair. All patients had stable vital signs and clinically adequate circulation in their legs before operation. In a control group of 64 patients we performed conventional surgery with systematic debridement and primary stabilisation of the fractures. In the trial group of 93 patients the major vessels and nerves adjoining the compound fracture were routinely explored and repaired when necessary after the initial procedure. Two of the 28 control patients (7.1%) with type-IIIb compound fractures had signs of inadequate circulation after the first operation. Both had major vascular injuries which were demonstrated at a second procedure. In the trial group, major vascular injuries were found in two of 54 patients (3.7%) with type-IIIa and 11 of 39 patients (28.2%) with type-IIIb compound fractures. Compared with the control group the trial group showed improved results at both the immediate and long-term follow-up. Routine exploration and early repair of injured major vessels of the leg in severe compound fractures gave encouraging results.